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Enterprise Search
Find relevant information accurately and quickly thanks to companywide search.
The volume of company data doubles every two
years. Most of this information is not central but
saved in an unstructured way and distributed across
diverse internal and external storage locations. A central search function is usually lacking. This costs employees lots of time and effort during their working
day. Enterprise Search remedies this with a central,
up-to-the-minute, secure and user-friendly search
function.
What is Enterprise Search?

Flexible and secure
Enterprise Search can on the one hand be activated
very quickly with a basic configuration, but extensive
adjustments are also possible based on own requirements such as individual relevance scoring, own synonym lists or workflows you have defined yourself.
A default connection to Active Directory ensures Enterprise Search users can only access content based
on their individual permissions.

Enterprise Search is an internal, company-wide search
software which indexes all the required file storage
locations and enables relevant results to be found via
the web browser. Typical storage locations in companies are Fileserver, Microsoft Exchange, Microsoft
SharePoint and the company’s own website or intranet.

Your benefits
With Enterprise Search:

Users can send search requests via a central search
window, just as with everyday internet searches, and
can use numerous search filters and tools in the process. In addition, a semantic search leads the user to
the right destination even if the exact search term is
not known. A file preview and automatic summary of
text content also make it easier to assess the relevance of search results.

> Configure the solution based on your own requirements

> you can find documents immediately, independently of file format, language or storage location
> you receive an automatic summary of the document content

> you only pay for what you actually need, thanks to
our flexible tariff models
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Enterprise Search: in detail
Basic services

Provision of Enterprise Search software and the corresponding licences, depending on the number of users
Service Support during office hours by Hulbee Enterprise support staff
Regular provision of new releases and updates

Optional services

Additional support for configuration of search software during initial implementation

Functions in detail

User management on the basis of Active Directory integration
Browser-based search, including numerous search filters and tools
All common file formats can be found (text, archive and media files)
Semantic search identifies the different meanings of terms
“Fuzzy search”: finds contents despite typos and input errors
Document preview and automatic summary of text content
Language independence when searching, and user interface in DE, EN, FR & IT
Flexible administration: configuration of own synonym and stop word lists, adjustment of relevance scoring as well as dynamic faceting and individual customer workflows
Flexibility of integration thanks to provision of SDK and API
Enterprise Search scales with growing data volumes at no extra cost

Hardware prerequisites

Data volume
Hardware
requirements

Minimum
requirements
Up to 500 GB

Recommended
requirements
Up to 4 TB

Maximum
requirements
Up to 12 TB

4-Core CPU
16 GB RAM
200 GB HDD

4-Core CPU
32 GB RAM
1 TB HDD

8-Core CPU
64 GB to 128 GB
RAM

Further
scaling
Up to 160 TB
via “Cluster Mode”
Processing server:
16-Core CPU
128 GB RAM
500 GB HDD
Search server cluster:
4-Core CPU
32 GB RAM
4 TB HDD

Joining the digital future with Hulbee Enterprise AG
Visionary companies exploit the opportunities provided by digitalisation to re-invent the future. Hulbee
Enterprise AG is also opening up new areas of business with its numerous innovations.
That is why we consider it our job to help you make the most of the opportunities provided by digitalisation.
We provide you with the best network infrastructure, secure data storage, reliable project management,
successful implementation and a whole host of innovative solutions.
Welcome to the country of possibilities.
For more information or to contact our experts, visit https://hesbox.com/en/contact

Hulbee Enterprise AG (Switzerland)

The information in this document does not constitute a binding offer. This document is subject to revision at any time.

Support for implementation and initial set-up by Hulbee Enterprise Professional

